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“AI is the New Electricity”
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Where is AI? Or ML?
Autonomous vehicles

from Roomba to Self-driving cars
In stores, warehouses, production lines, streets, living rooms

More and more consumer products and appliances
Belts!! Really!
Thermostats, Security Cameras, Fridges

Content production and consumption applications
Social media, Amazon, Netflix etc. 

Chatbots
In-store automation and smarter shopping
Optimised supply chains
Energy grid optimisation
…



What is 
Artificial Intelligence
Machine Learning?
Deep Learning?
Computer Vision?
Natural Language Processing?

Deep Learning

Machine Learning

Artificial Intelligence

Natural Language 
Processing

Computer Vision
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Intelligence
The ability to learn or understand or to deal with new or trying situations

The ability to apply knowledge to manipulate one's environment or to 
think abstractly as measured by objective criteria (such as tests)

Mental quality that consists of the abilities to learn from experience, adapt 
to new situations, understand and handle abstract concepts, and use 
knowledge to manipulate one’s environment

Encyclopedia Britannica

Merrian-Webster

“Viewed narrowly, there seem to be almost as many definitions of 
intelligence as there were experts asked to define it”

R. J. Sternberg, quoted in The Oxford 
Companion to the Mind. R. L. Gregory. 
Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK, 1998 

But if you really want an exhaustive collection of 71 definitions, look no further https://arxiv.org/pdf/0706.3639.pdf
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Artificial Intelligence

Intelligence demonstrated by machines

A branch of computer science that studies the properties of intelligence by 
synthesizing intelligence

Creating computer programs that perform tasks as well as, or better than, humans

Perception, Learning, Reasoning, Planning, Problem-solving, Creating
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Strong vs. Weak Artificial Intelligence
Strong AI

Artificial General Intelligence (AGI), human-level, general
The AI we see in movies
AI that can do everything we humans can do, and possibly much more

Weak AI
Narrow AI
AI specialised in well-defined tasks

e.g., speech recognition, chess-playing, autonomous driving

No Al program has been created yet that could be called intelligent in any general (Strong AI) sense

"A pile of narrow intelligence will never add up to a general intelligence. General intelligence isn't about the number of 
abilities, but about the integration between those abilities?

Superintelligence doesn’t really mean anything - a basic calculator far exceeds any human benchmark for performing basic 
arithmetic
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Learning

Any process by which a system improves performance from 
experience 

Denotes changes in the system that are adaptive in the sense that 
they enable the system to do the task or tasks drawn from the 
same population more efficiently and more effectively the next 
time

The ability to perform a task in a situation that has never been 
encountered before

Learning = generalisation

Herbert A. Simon
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What is a cat?

Credits: Jonah Burlingame
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What is a cat?

Credits: Jonah Burlingame
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What is a cat? V1

It’s a cat if it has whiskers 
And it is furry 

Credits: Jonah Burlingame
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What is a cat?

It’s a cat if it has whiskers 
And it is furry 

Credits: Jonah Burlingame
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What is a cat? V2

It’s a cat if it has whiskers 
And it is furry
And it is small

Credits: Jonah Burlingame
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What is a cat?

It’s a cat if it has whiskers 
And it is furry
And it is small 

Credits: Jonah Burlingame
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What is a cat? V3

It’s a cat if it has whiskers 
And it is furry
And it is small
And it does not climb trees 

Credits: Jonah Burlingame
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What is a cat?

It’s a cat if it has whiskers 
And it is furry
And it is small
And it does not climb trees 

Credits: Jonah Burlingame
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Polanyi’s Paradox | Michael Polanyi (1966)

Michael Polanyi (1966)

“We can know more than we can tell...

The skill of a driver cannot be replaced by a 
thorough schooling in the theory of the motorcar”
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Machine Learning

The field of study that gives computers the ability to 
learn without being explicitly programmed

Machine learning is the science (and art) of 
programming computers so they can learn from data

Arthur Samuel
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Is this a cat?
Traditional Programming

Rules to detect a cat:
1. It has whiskers
2. It is furry
3. It is small

Machine Learning

Let me guess how I can 
distinguish a cat :)



Functions of a Machine Learning System

Descriptive

Using data to explain 
what happened

Predictive

Using data to predict 
what will happen

Prescriptive

Using data to make 
suggestions about 

what actions to take

Generative

Using data to (semi) 
autonomously 

create new content
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Deep Learning
A technique for implementing Machine Learning based on neural networks

Neural Networks 

A specific class of machine learning algorithms, modelled on the 
human brain, in which thousands or millions of processing nodes are 
interconnected and organized into layers

Deep Learning

Neural networks with many layers

Depth = number of layers 
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Natural Language Processing
A sub-field of AI and machine learning in which machines learn to 
understand natural language as spoken and written by humans

Goals: 

Recognize the language, understand it, and respond to it

Categorize textual content (e.g., spam vs. not-spam)

Translate between languages

Generate new text

An enabler for technology such as chatbots and digital assistants like 
Siri or Alexa
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Computer Vision
A sub-field of machine learning in which machines learn to extract high-level understanding from digital 
images or videos

Goals: 

Detect, recognise, and identify entities (e.g. objects, faces, people, animals) 

Modify visual content (e.g. image manipulation, image restoration)

Categorise visual content (e.g. offensive images)  

Generate new images and videos

An enabler for technology such as self-driving cars, etc.
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Marvin Minsky

“Easy problems are hard”



Why Machine 
Learning for 
Design? 
Part II
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“AI is the New Electricity”
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Mark Weiser, The Computer for the Twenty-First Century
(Scientific American, 1991, pp. 66–75)

The most profound technologies are those 
that disappear. They weave themselves into 

the fabric of everyday life until they are 
indistinguishable from it
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Why do we need Designers to understand ML?

Focus on purpose, not on outcomes

Asking “Why” questions

Acknowledging the diversity of 
stakeholders and diversity of values 

…
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What can designers do for ML? 
Shape new humane AI-
powered technology

Design tools for AI Developers Design the (collection process 
of) data for ML to learn from

http://resolver.tudelft.nl/uuid:dabbfb49-4fbf-4ead-ab3d-e535572de4e7
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What can designers do with ML? /1
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What can designers do with ML? /2

ML for Human Augmentation

EEGlass COALA Cognitive 
Advisor

ML for Design

Integrating Generative AI into the UX Design Process

a. b. c. d.
Niforatos et al.,

https://kind.io.tudelft.nl
COALA EU project

www.coala-h2020.eu Niforatos et al.,
https://kind.io.tudelft.nl

https://kind.io.tudelft.nl
http://www.coala-h2020.eu/
https://kind.io.tudelft.nl
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What can designers do with ML? /3

https://experiments.withgoogle.com/experiments
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2021 enterprise trends in machine learning (Algorithmia, 2021)
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What can ML do for designers? / Co-create

https://www.autodraw.com
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What can ML do for designers? / Inspire

https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
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What can ML do for designers? / Scale up!

Analysis of how parents perceive their 
baby, their behaviours towards their 
child, and thus understand how does 
overprotection develops throughout 
childhood

>300 stories, manually and NLP analysis

Goal: reduce design complexity for large-scale 
social interventions

How to help designers, experts and societal 
stakeholders work together with AI, to prepare, 
realise and evaluate design interventions?

https://www.tudelft.nl/ai/design-at-scale-labhttp://resolver.tudelft.nl/uuid:fd895415-c353-41d5-8430-f0a67fd40ad4
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What can ML do for designers? / Understand
https://www.di-lab.space

Using big data, we generate models correlating design 
expertise with agency, allowing us to experiment with 
artificial agency during complex system design processes

We are exploring the form and use of novel design methods 
to address systemic design problems to create an AI Toolkit
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Why programming?

Ge Wang - Stanford

All design needs a medium.
A designer in the age of computable technology 

also contends with programming, which the 
designer wields as a tool and canvas. 



Debunking 
some myths
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POLL: which one would you like to be your surgeon? 
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Machine Learning: Expectations

https://www.theguardian.com/com
mentisfree/2020/sep/08/robot-
wrote-this-article-gpt-3

Retrieved: Sep 8, 2020

We should stop training radiologists
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Machine Learning: Reality /1
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Machine Learning: Reality /2

“48% of US consumers intend to buy at least one smart home device in 2018” 

“23% of connected security system owners said 

they deactivate their system completely when they have guests over” 

https://www.ooma.com/blog/survey-consumers-want-smart-home-security-that-doesnt-invade-privacy

Survey of 2000 US Consumers. Ooma



AI/ML can predict the future



AI/ML can predict the future
AI/ML are “statistical parrots” 🦜

They are (very good) pattern recognition machine



AI/ML can predict the future
AI/ML are “statistical parrots” 🦜 

They are (very good) pattern recognition machine

Garbage in - Garbage Out



AI/ML has agency



AI/ML has agency
AI/ML are tools. 

People design and use them.



AI/ML has agency
AI/ML are tools. 

People design and use them.

And they change us!



AI/ML can magically transform a PSS 
overnight



AI/ML can magically transform a PSS 
overnight

Magically: maybe (lol)

Overnight: No
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ML Engineering Design and Engineering is Complex

2021 enterprise trends in machine learning (Algorithmia, 2021)



AI/ML can solve any problem



AI/ML can solve any problem
AI/ML technologies are very flexible and powerful

But they have very strict requirements 



AI/ML can solve any problem
AI/ML technologies are very flexible and powerful

But they have very strict requirements 

And potentially harmful limitations



Course 
Organisation
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Course Staff

Alessandro

CarloDenis

Evangelos Chaofan James

Samuel Tianhao
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Assessment
Individual Exam (W3.10) - 50% of your grade

Multiple choice + Open answers 
Mock exam available on later on
New quiz available on Brightspace every week

Group Assignment - 50% of your grade
Group portfolio - 80%

3 group assignments (one for each module), 3 reports
Module 1 (including evaluation rubric) available on Website

Individual Group Assessment - 20%
We will use excel forms that each should fill in privately



Timeline (September 2023)

Module 0
(intro)

Module 1
(TEXT)

Tutorial

Tutorial



Timeline (October 2023)

Module 1
(TEXT)

Module 2
(IMAGES)

Module 2
(IMAGES)

Module 3
(ML in iPSS)

Tutorial

Tutorial

Tutorial

Tutorial



Timeline (November 2023)

Module 3
(ML in iPSS)

Exam

Tutorial
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Physical (on campus) Lectures

Lectures take place physically (on-campus) on Wednesdays at 
14:00 in the  IDE-Hall U - Wim Crouwel (32.A-1-960)..

Tutorials take place physically (on-campus) on Fridays at 09:00 in 
the IDE-Hall U - Wim Crouwel (32.A-1-960).

Participation is voluntary but highly advised.

Exam is scheduled for Friday Nov. 10 at 13:30- at Flux Hall B 
(39.00.00.400).

https://esviewer.tudelft.nl/space/23/
https://esviewer.tudelft.nl/space/23/
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About the AML4D elective
This is the 2nd time this elective is offered

It is the 2nd time that machine learning is lectured as a design MSc topic!

Several topics are currently objects of research!
We don’t have all the answers all the time :)

We appreciate your:
enthusiasm for adventuring into this new field
patience, if the course’s logistics is not perfect (yet)
feedback, to help us improve the course



Teams

Make sure you join the 2023-Q1-AML4D-[ID5515] Team
General: Follow course updates
Group: Work & coordinate with your peers
Discussion: Share articles, links, personal XPs relevant to AML4D
QnA: Ask a question
Feedback: send us your feedback: aml4d-ide@tudelft.nl

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/team/19%3a7k6-9lgSgGcudp0ehI0HYlME0q74hqj9ha4MqUAVcV01%40thread.tacv2/conversations?groupId=dd5b2641-0d07-471a-a450-a40e043d14e7&tenantId=096e524d-6929-4030-8cd3-8ab42de0887b
mailto:aml4d-ide@tudelft.nl
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Honour Code: permissive but strict
OK to discuss assignments with classmates
OK to use existing solutions as part of your projects/assignments. Clarify your contributions.
OK to use ChatGPT but you should *explicitly* state it and you are responsible for halucinations
NOT OK to ask someone to do assignments/projects for you
NOT OK to copy solutions from classmates
NOT OK to pretend that someone’s solution is yours

OK to publish your assignments portfolio after the course is over (we encourage that!)
NOT OK to post your assignment solutions online

ASK the teaching team if unsure
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To-Do Week 1
Form groups

Deadline: Tuesday, Sept 26 EOB

Submit 2 questions about today’s lecture in the “QnA” channel on Teams
Introduce yourself in the “Discussion” channel on Teams 
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